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BACK TO SCHOOL!

This issue is loaded 
with new stories,  
from UPDATES ON 

THE COVID-19 
VACCINES TO 

REUSABLE ROCKETS!  
Please read the 
entire issue  to 

find out!



HOW WILL YOUR HOLIDAY SEASON LOOK 
DIFFERENT THIS YEAR? BY KATE POHNER

Everything in 2020 has looked and felt very differentlyt than every 

other year. Everyday things like eating outside of restaurants in parking 

lots instead of the usual packed restaurants inside, vacationing in your 

backyard swimming pool instead of going across the country to see family 

or to a tropical island in the Caribbean, and saying your final goodbye to 

your teachers over a Google Meet instead of in person. Nothing feels the 

same this year while we wear masks and stay 6 feet apart from each other. 

Following that trend of the changes in 2020, our upcoming holiday season 

will also look very different. 

Starting with Thanksgiving, the annual Macy’s Day Parade was 

completely virtual. The usual live performances were pre-recorded and 

streamed on Thanksgiving Day for all of America to watch on NBC or CBS. 

Instead of gathering up large crowds along the 2.5 mile route, the balloons 

and floats were showcased in front of the Macy’s store on 34th street. 

Following Thanksgiving, Black Friday  also looked different for 

many people. Most people never got to experience the in-person shopping 

that usually occurs early Friday morning, but there is an easy solution. 

Estimates show that online purchases will see an increase of around 

25-35%. Many stores will still be open to shop in person as well, but for 

those who feel more comfortable staying home and shopping from your 

couch, you’re in good company. 

For any celebrating Hanukkah, not too much of a difference will be 

seen because many celebrate at home with their families. One risk that 

impacts the holiday traditions the most are the limits on social gatherings. 

Like all other holidays, families and friends come together to celebrate, but 

that won’t be as  easy to do this year. For some practitioners, they will 

celebrate asthey always have by exchanging gifts and lighting the menorah 

and not undergo any major changes. 
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Like Hanukkah, Christmas traditions in the home aren’t impacted 

too much either. The family dinners and opening presents on Christmas 

morning are completely COVID friendly, as long as large gatherings of 

people are not included. The biggest change for Christmas celebrations 

occurs outside of the home, mainly in New York City. The annual Rockettes 

performances have been cancelled at Radio City Music Hall. The Christmas 

tree is still up and people may visit, but to go ice skating under the tree, 

people must have reservations. The long lines to go ice skating won’t be 

allowed this year. Other than that, the lights and decorations will still be 

up to encourage some of the Christmas spirit.

The excitement of the holiday season may not feel the same this 

year, but  if there is a way to engage in your annual traditions while also 

keeping yourself and your loved ones safe, you can make the best out of it. 

ARE REUSABLE ROCKETS THE FUTURE?  BY 
ARYAN THAKOR

The Federal Aviation Administration handles about 45,000 flights 

daily. The only reason this frequency is possible is because of the quick 

flight turnaround times. Flight turnaround time is the time an aircraft 

takes after landing to take off for a new flight. Now, imagine that planes 

were made for one-time use and had to be discarded from the fleet 

afterward. Well, that is a total waste of money and resources. The number 

of daily flights would decrease, and the costs would increase. That is the 

predicament rocket manufacturers have to face. For this reason, reusable 

rocket manufacturers are gaining a reputation among private companies 

and space agencies.

To compare expendable rockets versus reusable rockets, the 

payload price per kilogram is the most logical comparing method. The 

Saturn V, developed by NASA, costs $25,600 per kilogram to go to the 

moon. On the other hand, reusable rocket manufacturer SpaceX claims 

that their Starship will cost $2,000 per kilogram to go to the moon. 
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Arguably, the Starship has not flown yet, and therefore, the price may 

change. In replacement, we can consider the SpaceX manufactured Falcon 

Heavy, which costs $10,000 per kilogram to go to the moon. Nonetheless, 

reusable manufacturers promise cheaper tickets to space.

Along with the price, it is equally important to look at success rates. 

Governments and private companies would not give a contract to reusable 

rocket manufacturers to launch valuable satellites without knowing 

whether they will succeed or not. Reusable rocket manufacturers like 

SpaceX have not only tested their rockets, but they have also flaunted their 

rocket’s capabilities. SpaceX’s Falcon 9 has launched top-profile satellites 

for the military, resupplied the International Space Station, have delivered 

astronaut crews to the International Space Station, and have landed their 

boosters for reusability.

As for the question in the title of this article, reusable rockets are the 

future. This technology is vital to human exploration and survival. 

Continuing their legacy, SpaceX is endeavoring to land their Starship on 

Mars to deliver crews and establish human colonies. Blue Origin, another 

reusable rocket manufacturer, has joined SpaceX in this mission. It is 

terrific as these new companies will create competition in the space travel 

industry, which will help lower costs of space travel. Not only securing a 

one-way flight, but these companies are also ensuring that they can refuel 

their rockets on Mars independently of Earth and run two-way flights. 

Focusing on domestic travel on Earth, SpaceX has also promised the use of 

Starship to get anywhere in the world in less than an hour. Sounds 

unbelievable, but it is true. As colonists in the 18th century could not have 

thought of electricity and light, we are not able to believe this new door 

that will open to us soon. In the end, we do not know yet that these visions 

will be prosperous, but it is a fact that humanity is and will continue 

advancing.

A year that will be solely remembered for the negative 

circumstances it was able to produce in such a short time, 2020 has a little 

bit of light to help everybody reach the finish line. As companies have 

begun to work on a cure for such a horrible disease that plagued every 

nation on the world map, it was only a matter of time until the top 

scientists of the world were able to get one step closer in the search for a 

cure. Three companies have emerged from the others as the top 

contenders to produce the fastest and safest vaccine to enter the market 

for citizens. With an expected release date for the new year, the three 

companies with the most progress are Moderna, Pfizer, as well as 

AstraZeneca. Moderna has used a fairly new drug-making approach, 

helping them become the U.S. leader for progress on the vaccine. Their 

method revolves around using genetic instructions to help teach cells the 

specific proteins they need to make to fight off bacteria. Pfizer took a 

slightly different approach and chose to produce 4 prototypes in which 

they could choose the best one to advance in the testing process. They 

chose 44,000 volunteers for their sample, and with later testing is found to 

be more than 90% effective. Although AstraZeneca has had to face a much 

harder route towards a vaccine with participant scares, they are well on 

track to producing a vaccine that could help everybody. Another positive is 

their specific vaccine can be very easily distributed, which is amazing for a 

worldwide immunization campaign. 

On par with how the year has gone, there will be surrounding 

negatives that will take place with the brand new vaccines being released. 

Pfizer wants to release their product by early January and has listed side 

effects that will most likely follow their two dosage plan. Flu-like 

symptoms such as sore arms, muscle aches, as well as fever are expected to 

follow for a couple of days after the shots. This could very well put the 

PROGRESS ON COVID VACCINES  BY TYLER 
LUTKOWSKI
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receivers of the vaccine out of commission for a couple days at a time as 

they need rest to build themselves up again. Studies have also reported less 

than half of Americans are willing to receive the vaccine in fear of their 

own safety. The likelihood of COVID-19 exiting the lives of everybody is 

extraordinarily low, but steps are being made everyday to benefit the lives 

of those around us. As long as everybody can do their part in keeping each 

other happy and healthy the end of this madness is closer than it may 

appear. 

ADDITIONAL PICTURES  BY ANGELA  
DUSZKIEWICZ

Powder Mill heights on a foggy day with the town below 
it to make for a beautiful view.

Parsippany  on a clear day with a 
blue sky and and sunny weather!

Parsippany Hills High School’s 
courtyard with leaves 

everywhere for the end of this 
fall season!
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